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Discovery of the Higgs boson and lack of discovery of superpartners in the first run at LHC are
both predictions of split supersymmetry with thermal dark matter. We discuss what it would take
to find gluinos at hadron supercolliders, including the LHC at 14 TeV center of mass energy, and
future pp colliders at 100 TeV and 200 TeV. We generalize the discussion by re-expressing the search
capacity in terms of gluino to lightest superpartner mass ratio, and apply results to other scenarios,
such as gauge mediation and mirage mediation.

INTRODUCTION

The split SUSY spectrum of lighter fermions and heav-
ier scalars is an attractive possibility [1–4]. Phenomeno-
logically, heavy scalars help to avoid bounds from LHC
searches, flavor physics constraints from Kaon and B
mesons, and limits from electric dipole moments of elec-
trons and neutrons. The 125 GeV Higgs boson mass
is accommodated easily by heavy scalars although some
degree of fine tuning between mass parameters exists in
triggering electroweak symmetry breaking (EWSB).

Importantly, split scenarios are not arbitrarily heavy
when reasonable assumptions are applied. Too heavy
scalars would induce too much quantum corrections to
the Higgs boson mass. 100 (105) TeV stops can induce
125 GeV Higgs mass for tanβ ∼ 5(2) [5, 6], for example.
Also, too heavy LSPs would have too much relic abun-
dance by now. Including Sommerfeld enhancement, 3.1
(1.0) TeV wino (higgsino) LSP can have the right amount
of relic density [7, 8]. A heavier LSP would be generally
constrained – we are ignoring possibilities of conspired
mechanisms to dilute relic density. Gauge coupling uni-
fication prefers gauginos and higgsinos to be below 5-50
TeV [3, 9].

The general existence of upper bounds on the split
spectrum, especially the LSP in the TeV region, may im-
ply that we can test the split scenario as a whole in near-
future collider experiments. Scalars ofO(100−1000) TeV
are too heavy for collider discovery, although they may
show evidence in future flavor and CP violation measure-
ments for some cases. Indirect detections of heavy wino
dark matter are other useful probes [7, 8], but are sub-
ject to various uncertainties, some maybe even unknown,
intrinsic to astrophysical observations. Direct probes are
still wanted, and lighter gauginos can play an important
role in this endeavor.

Given these, what do we really need to eventually
probe split scenarios up to the relic density upper bounds
on LSP masses at a future collider?

Scenarios leading to split spectrum typically generate
gaugino masses from anomaly mediation (AMSB) [10,
11]. It is because if SUSY is spontaneously broken by

charged superfields, for example, gaugino masses are pro-
hibited while scalar masses are not. A loop-factor hier-
archy between fermions and scalars is generated. Some
variants are discussed in Refs.[9, 12, 13].

We start by discussing the AMSB gaugino model with-
out light higgsinos. This model is not only generic, but
provides a simple and clear framework for our analysis
whose results become the basis for more general studies.
Most simplifying assumptions that we will discuss for col-
lider and cosmological bounds are automatically satisfied
in this model. This model may also be the most difficult
scenario for the discovery as the gluino takes on its heav-
iest value with respect to the wino mass, and the winos
are degenerate and difficult to find at colliders directly.
Thus, studying this scenario can reasonably provide far-
thest discovery reach estimation.

After this discussion, we generalize the spectrum and
investigate how light higgsino NLSPs added to the AMSB
gaugino spectrum modify the analysis, and how we can
apply the results to a general spectrum with variable
mass ratios and ordering so that other SUSY break-
ing mediation models can be studied. Model-dependent
cosmological bounds are not considered together. We
demonstrate that a useful parameter is gluino-to-LSP
mass ratio both for the discovery and the discrimination
of models.

AMSB GAUGINOS WITHOUT HIGGSINOS

AMSB spectrum. In a simple model we consider
in this section, scalars and higgsinos are all heavy, and
lighter AMSB gaugino masses at leading order (LO) are

MA
i =

biαi
4π

m3/2. (1)

bi are beta function coefficients. Wino is the LSP and
gluino is heaviest. Next-to-leading order (NLO) results
are used in this paper and are plotted in Fig. 1; see ap-
pendix for how we obtain them. Notably, NLO mass ra-
tios depend somewhat on scalar masses, higgsino masses,
and the overall wino mass scale which can be important
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FIG. 1. AMSB gaugino mass ratios at NLO with higgsino |µ| =4 TeV (left) and 50 TeV (right). Red (blue) lines are with
positive (negative) µ. Colored bands are spanned by varying tanβ (3 ≤ tanβ ≤ 50), scalar masses (mg̃ ≤ mf̃ ≤ m3/2) and

renormalization scale (Q0/2 ≤ Q ≤ 2Q0). Thick dot-dashed line is with light scalar masses mf̃ = mg̃, and all other lines are
with heavy scalar masses mf̃ = m3/2. Only a few lines are shown for bino for better readability. In the upper horizontal axis,
we also show corresponding m3/2 for tanβ = 50 and mf̃ = m3/2.

for split spectrum. With heavy scalars, higgsino mass de-
pendence is largest for small tanβ – higgsino threshold

correction, δM1,2 ∼ −α1,2

8π 2µ sin 2β log µ2

m2
0
, proportional

to µ rather than M1,2 can be thought of as renormaliza-
tion group-induced mixing effect [3]. When tanβ is large,
heavy squark threshold corrections raise mainly only the
gluino mass, thus raising the mass ratio. If scalars are
light, effects from higgsinos and scalars are small – the
simplest AMSB models predict scalars as heavy as the
gravitino [4, 6, 11], m3/2, but making them lighter is
also discussed in light of fine tuning issue [10]. Higgsinos
heavier than about 50 TeV may be disfavored by gauge
coupling unification and are not considered; heavier hig-
gsinos could have distorted the spectrum more [12, 13].
When µ is negative, shown as the blue region in the
figures, the wino gets negative corrections, raising the
gluino to wino mass ratio further.

The uncertainty colored bands are spanned by men-
tioned variations of scalar masses (mg̃ ≤ mf̃ ≤ m3/2),

tanβ (3 ≤ tanβ ≤ 50) as well as renormalization
scale (Q0/2 ≤ Q ≤ 2Q0). The central scale is chosen
Q0 = MLO

i (Q0) to minimize a log. The uncertainty from
the renormalization scale is smallest among these. The
rapid change in the light wino region is due to gauge cou-
pling running (with Q) mixed with the aforementioned
effects.

In this section, we assume heavy mf̃ = m3/2 and
large tanβ = 50. Later, we discuss how uncertainties
from model parameters can be reflected in the disovery
prospect.

Heavy higgsinos can still help to achieve radiative
EWSB. If m2

Hu
runs quickly down to an approximate

infrared fixed point with value −m2
t̃L,R

< 0, a similar

size of |µ|2 ∼ |m2
Hu
| can trigger EWSB (at least for large

tanβ)

m2
Z ∼ −2(m2

Hu
+ |µ|2) + 0.5 sin2(2β)(m2

Hd
−m2

Hu
) (2)

leaving a light Higgs boson

det

(
|µ|2 +m2

Hu
−Bµ

−Bµ |µ|2 +m2
Hd

)
' 0. (3)

Gluino pair with effective mass. Gauginos are
well-separated in mass, and rarely mix. The LSP is thus
nearly a degenerate wino. Wino production does not
generate visible hard objects. Drell-Yan bino production
is suppressed as the bino does not couple to W,Z bosons.
In this scenario they are not suitable production modes
for discovery at a hadron collider.

Gluino pair production may be the only viable dis-
covery channel at a hadron collider. To begin with, the
gluino is assumed to decay as

g̃ → w̃ qq̄, q = u, d, s, c, b, t (4)

via off-shell squarks. It leads to traditional SUSY signa-
tures of jets plus missing energy. We do not distinguish
chargino and neutralino of the same kind because nearly
degenerate chargino decays produce only invisibly soft
particles.

Decays into top quarks (either into tt̄χ0
1 or tb̄χ−1 ) are

not only possible but can be enhanced if stops are lighter
than squarks. However, top quarks are highly boosted
in heavy gluino decays and top decay products are col-
limated within an opening angle ∆R ∼ mt/pT (t) ∼
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FIG. 2. Effective mass distribution after our discovery cuts
except for the Meff cut. Several AMSB signals are shown
together: dark red from 10 TeV gluino pair, and other light
reds from 5, 7.5, 12.5 TeV gluino pair. Background (black)
includes Z+j, top pair andW+j. Gluino decays as g̃ → qq̄χ1.
100 TeV pp collider is assumed.

3mt/Mg̃ � 0.4 – where 0.4 is our jet radius in jet al-
gorithm. Thus, without a dedicated top tagging tech-
nique applied, top would look essentially like a single jet.
We do not distinguish decays into top quarks from other
light quarks in this paper. Likewise, we do not apply
b-tagging.

Only a small fraction of gluinos decay into intermediate
binos. Loop-induced two-body decay, g̃ → gw̃, is small
when gluino is multi-TeV [14, 15]. We ignore these decay
modes in this paper.

In all, the assumption of Eq.(4) is reasonable.
It has been widely studied that high-mass supersym-

metry can be efficiently probed by variables sensitive to
the heaviness and hardness of SUSY particles. One typ-
ical example variable is effective mass, Meff [16]:

Meff =
∑
i

pT (i) + Emiss
T , (5)

where the scalar sum runs over all jets with pT >
50 GeV , η < 5.0 and leptons with pT > 15 GeV , η < 2.5.
Main backgrounds to this analysis are W + j, Z + j and
top pair. All signal and background event samples are
generated using MadGraph [17] and Pythia [18]. We
refer to the Appendix on how we reconstruct physical
particles and generate event samples.

Gluino pair production rate is multiplied by a constant
K-factor 2 – no result is available yet, but 2 seems reason-
able from Ref.[19]. Background rates are normalized to
Pythia-matched cross-sections that approximately take
into account some of the NLO corrections.

Based on baseline cuts developed by Hinchlifffe and
Paige [20], we devise and optimize discovery cuts for 10
TeV gluino at 100 TeV pp collision:

• At least two jets with pT > 0.1Meff

√
s mg̃ σS L S/B stat. sig.

100 TeV 5 TeV 21 fb (LO) 5/fb 2.9 12

100 TeV 10 TeV 0.15 fb (LO) 150/fb 3.0 5.5 (5.6)

200 TeV 15 TeV 0.27 fb (LO) 120/fb 3.2 7 (6.7)

TABLE I. Comparison of numerically optimized significance
(last column without paranthesis) and the ones obtained from
the scaling rule applied to the results in the first row (this
estimation is shown in paranthesis in the last column).

• lepton veto : definition of an isolated lepton is de-
scribed in appendix.

• Emiss
T > 0.2Meff and pT (j1) < 0.35Meff

• ∆φ(j1, E
miss
T ) < π − 0.2 and ∆φ(j1, j2) < 2π/3

• Meff > cMg̃ where a constant c is optimized.

After first four set of cuts are applied, we optimize the
last cut on Meff to maximize statistical significance
while requiring at least 10 signal events. See Fig. 2 for
the spectrum after first four cuts. The optimal con-
stant c = 1.5 is found. We obtain σS ' 0.072 fb and
σB ' 0.025 fb generating 11 signal events and a statis-
tical significance ∼ 5.5 with 150 fb−1. S/B ' 3 is well
above systematic uncertainties. Dominant backgrounds
after all cuts are Z + j and tt̄ subdominantly – W + j is
suppressed by the lepton veto.

We have also considered more sophisticated variables
such as jet mass, MJ =

∑
i∈J m(j1), and (sub-)jet count-

ing [21, 22]. However, they do not work better than the
simple Meff in our case. These variables were designed
to work best for a high-multiplicity environment, such as
for 10-jet final states. But our gluino pair produces only
4 quarks at leading order, and these other techniques are
not optimal for our low multiplicity signal.

Scaling rule and discovery reach. Remarkably,
the sensitivity to gluino mass scales in a simple way
with gluino mass and collision energy. Fig. 2 shows that
signal-to-background ratios to the right of the signal peak
are almost constant after discovery cuts for each gluino
mass. This can be understood as gluinos becoming effec-
tively massless at highest values of Meff . Cut efficiencies
should also be constant.

If these hold true, a simple scaling rule of the statistical
significance can be obtained. The statistical significance
of the signal with gluino mass mi, production rate σSi
and luminosity Li is

(significance)i =
σSi εSi√
σBi εBi

√
Li

=
√
AiεSi

√
σSiLi (6)

where σBi
is total background rate, εi is the cut efficiency,

and A ≡ σSεS/σBεB . Since A and εSi stay constant
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FIG. 3. Gluino pair production rate (fb) at pp collision. Lead-
ing order cross-sections. In the upper horizontal axis, the cor-
responding wino mass is also shown in the AMSB model with
mf̃ = m3/2 and tanβ = 50.

over the interesting range of gluino mass, the statistical
significance scales as

(significance)i
(significance)j

=

√
σSiLi
σSjLj

. (7)

We checked that this scaling rule approximately applies
to a wide range of collision energies (

√
s = 40 ∼ 200 TeV

at least) and gluino masses (
√
s = 3 ∼ 20 TeV at least)

with split SUSY spectrum; see Table I.
Although it is approximately valid, the scaling rule

is very convenient because once sensitivity is estimated
for one gluino mass at a certain energy and luminosity,
the scaling can be used to predict sensitivities to a wide
ranges of masses, energies and luminosities without need-
ing to repeat lengthy numerical analyses.

Using the scaling rule and gluino pair production rates
shown in Fig. 3, we obtain discovery reach of the AMSB
gaugino model as shown in Fig. 4. The luminosity needed
for 5σ statistical significance is contour plotted. The scal-
ing rule is applied to the results optimized for 10 TeV
gluino at 100 TeV LHC discussed in previous subsection.
We have ignored systematic uncertainties, which are un-
likely to change the results by much; NLO K-factor un-
certainty and possible branching ratio suppression can
have order one effects on production rate, and see ap-
pendix for possible simulation uncertainties. Compared
to a dedicated recent example study in Ref.[23, 24], our
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FIG. 4. Luminosity (fb−1) needed to achieve 5σ statistical
significance, L5, is contour plotted. The scaling rule in Eq.(7)
is applied. In the upper horizontal axis, the corresponding
wino mass is also shown as in Fig. 3.

significance estimation is a bit more optimistic.

In Fig. 4, we also show corresponding wino mass in
the AMSB model with mf̃ = m3/2. To probe all the
way up to 3.1 TeV wino LSP, we may need at least 200
TeV pp collider with O(1000) fb−1 of data. If sfermions
are lighter and just as heavy as gluinos, about 2-4 times
smaller luminosity is needed as the gluino becomes com-
paratively lighter.

GENERAL INTERPRETATION

Higgsino NLSP. Our Meff analysis is applicable
much more widely, not just to the AMSB model with-
out light higgsinos. If we allow light higgsino NLSP in
the AMSB gaugino model, one possible modification is
mixing between gauginos and higgsinos. If |M1,2 − µ| &
450 GeV with TeV-scale gauginos, the mass splitting be-
tween charged and neutral components of wino/higgsino
are still kept smaller than 10 GeV making chargino de-
cays inaccessible. In this limit, multi-jet final states from
gluino productions dominate most, and this analysis is
simplest and most appropriate.

However, pure higgsino NLSP can also enable a two-
step decay of the gluinos

g̃ → h̃ jj → w̃ jjjj where h̃→ w̃ + h, W, Z. (8)
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If higgsinos are kept far away from winos, more than 85%
of gluino pairs still decay into pure hadronic final states
either via one-step (60-70%) or two-step decays (20-25%).
In the pure hadronic final states, previous Meff analysis
can be used with the same set of backgrounds1.

Fortunately, two-step decays of the gluino do not mod-
ify Meff spectrum significantly compared to that of one-
step decays as long as the gluino-to-higgsino mass ratio is
greater than about 3. If higgsinos are closer to gluinos,
visible particles are softer while missing transverse en-
ergy is smaller, and Meff becomes significantly smaller.
The difference, however, resides in how much Meff is
contributed from visible particles or missing transverse
energy (MET). Two-step decay has more visible particles
and smaller MET. This can help to distinguish one-step
vs. two-step decay using the MJ variable discussed ear-
lier, which is larger for messier two-step decay; but this
separate measurement will need much more luminosity.

In all, effects of adding NLSP higgsinos to the AMSB
gaugino model are minimal as long as higgsinos are far
away from gauginos. The small changes in the branching
ratios and the Meff spectrum result in about 1.5 times
more luminosity needed for the discovery compared to
that shown in Fig. 4.

Gluino-to-LSP mass ratio. The Meff spectrum of
one-step decaying gluinos is not that sensitive to the LSP
mass if gluino-to-LSP mass ratio is greater than 3. Again,
if a LSP is closer to the gluino, Meff becomes smaller and
the signal is buried under backgrounds. Thus, the previ-
ous results of Meff are valid for any models of gaugino
mass (not just to AMSB) as long as these validity con-
ditions and simplifying assumptions are satisfied; other-
wise, Meff would not be the right approach for discovery.

This is very useful because we can interpret our results
as the discovery reach of gluino-to-LSP mass ratio in a
model independent way, and the gaugino mass ratio is
what is sensitive to the underlying SUSY breaking media-
tion model. Although different SUSY breaking mediation
models may have different golden channels for discovery,
we also study others models to illustrate the usefulness of
interpreting results in terms of gluino-to-LSP mass ratio.

Three characteristic patterns of gaugino mass ra-
tios are categorized in Ref.[29] as minimal supergravity
(mSUGRA), AMSB and mirage mediation patterns. In
this classification, the minimal gauge mediation model
(mGMSB) is subsumed under mSUGRA. We consider
mGMSB where scalars are relatively light mf̃ ∼ mg̃, and

1 Higgsino NLSP production is another efficient discovery mode
when light higgsinos exist [25, 26]. But, when higgsinos are
marginally close to winos, gluinos can be more useful; in addi-
tion to Meff analysis (as discussed here), boosted leptons from
two-step decays can also be utilized [27, 28].

calculate gaugino masses. LO gaugino masses are [30]

MG
i =

αi
4π

ΛSUSY , (9)

where ΛSUSY = F/Mm in terms of the messenger scale
Mm and effective SUSY breaking F term. Here, gauge
couplings are GUT-normalized so that α1 = 5

3αY , and
g2GUT ' 0.5. Gauginos are unified at the unification scale.
The mirage mediation pattern is represented as [31]

MM
i =

αi
4π

(
1

α

16π2

g2GUT ln(MPl/m3/2)
+ bi

)
m3/2

' αi
4π

(
1

0.1α
+ bi

)
m3/2 (10)

where α ∼ O(1) is a free parameter and the factor 1/0.1
arises from KKLT type models – the notation conforms
with that of Ref.[31]. Mirage pattern is effectively an
interpolation between the mSUGRA class (α → 0) with
ΛSUSY = m3/2/(0.1α) and AMSB (α → ∞) patterns,
and gauginos are unified at an intermediate value α '
2 or at some intermediate energy scale. Thus, mirage
mediation models, typically having α ∼ 1, predict the
smallest mass ratios among these models; 0.7 . α . 8
predicts gluino-to-LSP mass ratio smaller than 3, and
our discovery reach will not apply well. But if the mirage
pattern is induced really by combination of GMSB and
AMSB as in deflected AMSB models [32, 33] (instead of
KKLT type), for example, a wider range of α may be
viable.

We use NLO results in this paper, and refer to Ap-
pendix for details of our NLO calculations.

Most patterns satisfy our validity conditions and sim-
plifying assumptions – exceptions are mirage mediation
with α ∼ 2 where a compressed spectrum is obtained. In
Fig. 5, we interpret results of Fig. 4 as luminostiy needed
for 5σ statistical significance in the gluino-to-LSP mass
ratio and LSP mass. We also show AMSB and mGMSB
predictions. Mirage pattern in principle can predict any
value of mass ratio below AMSB prediction, but typically
predicts mass ratios smaller than mGMSB.

The errors of AMSB are estimated as previously ex-
plained. The mGMSB error bands are estimated by vary-
ing the renormalization scale and the messenger scale be-
tween F/Mm ≤ Mm ≤ MPl. The lower bound implies
that the spurion superfield coupling method of expansion
in powers of F/M2

m becomes invalid. For mGMSB, uncer-
tainties from the renormalization scale and the messen-
ger scale are comparable. Again, the main dependence on
LSP mass comes from the scale dependence of gauge cou-
plings. Errors of mGMSB in Fig. 5 is smaller than that
of AMSB because scalars are lighter – heavier scalars will
modify mGMSB by larger amount as well.

Combined with model dependent cosmological and as-
trophysical bounds on LSP mass, the Fig. 5 can pro-
vide useful discovery prospect of SUSY breaking media-
tion models. 3.1 TeV wino LSP of AMSB model can be
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FIG. 5. Contours of luminosity needed for 5σ statistical discovery, L5, in the plane of LSP mass and gluino-to-LSP mass ratio
for several pp collision energies 200, 100, 30, and 14 TeV. Blue and red regions are AMSB predictions as in Fig. 1 left panel.
mGMSB predictions at NLO are shown in green. Uncertainties of mGMSB are estimated by varying the renormalization scale
and the messenger scale (ΛSUSY (dashed) ≤ Mm ≤ MPl(solid)). Mirage mediation can in principle take any ratio below the
AMSB prediction, but 0.7 . α . 8 predicts gluino-to-LSP mass ratio smaller than 3.

probed at LHC200 with O(1000)fb−1 of data. It should
be kept in mind that astrophysical constraints may be
ruling out winos that make up the full cold dark mat-
ter [7, 8], including a 3.1 TeV wino with assumed thermal
relic abundance; however, those constraints are depen-
dent on somewhat uncertain halo assumptions, and also
dependent upon absolute stability of the wino. Higgsino
LSP can also be searched. If 1TeV higgsino is the LSP in
a general spectrum, 30 TeV LHC can probe up to 6 TeV
gluino (equivalently, mass ratio 6) with O(1000)fb−1.

500 GeV bino LSP in the mGMSB, for example, can be
probed with 1000 fb−1 at LHC14.

The discovery reach in the gluino-to-LSP mass ra-
tio is applicable more generally in a model independent
way. For example, variants of GMSB where gauginos fol-
low GMSB relation (with proper NLO corrections) while
scalars feel extra SUSY breaking to become heavier can
also be constrained in the same way as mGMSB. Another
example is a scenario with more general non-universal
gaugino masses at a boundary scale (or, the unification
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scale) that have recently been widely discussed to reduce
Higgs mass fine-tuning [34–36]. Although these types of
models may not have discussed gaugino mass patterns,
it can still be studied with our approach as long as the
gluino is much heavier than its decay products.

Another useful property of Meff spectrum is that the
peak location is most sensitive to the gluino mass [16] as
long as the gluino is heavier than lighter gauginos and
higgsinos by more than a factor 3; see also Fig. 2. How
the gluino decays and the masses of lighter inos are not
so important. Thus, the location of a peak can be used to
measure gluino mass. The LSP mass may be measured in
precision measurements using leptons in other two-step
decays of gluinos as well [16], or by LSP pair production
at a future linear collider [37].

CONCLUSION

In conclusion, we have probed the search capabilities
of pp hadron colliders for gluinos in the context of split
supersymmetry, gauge mediation and mirage mediation.
We have found that when the gluino to LSP mass ratio is
not more than 10 – which is expected since gaugino mass
ratios are related to each other through their respective
gauge couplings or β-functions in most scenarios – one
can cover the full range of parameters at a 200 TeV col-
lider with approximately 1000 fb−1 of integrated lumi-
nosity. A 100 TeV collider is not enough energy to fully
cover the parameter space. Indeed, perhaps the most
interesting case of wino LSP thermal dark matter with
gauginos satisfying the AMSB mass hierarchy, a 100 TeV
collider with even 10, 000 fb−1 of integrated luminosity is
not enough.

Our analysis has been based on the Meff ap-
proach [20], with no special kinematic variables for the
signal applied, nor did we include third-family tagging
analysis, which could be useful if third-family particles
are more prevalent in the decays of the gluinos in these
scenarios, as might be expected [14, 15, 38].

On the other hand, there is a vast region of parameter
space yet to be explored by the 14 TeV LHC and by incre-
mentally higher energy colliders that are still untouched
by current experiments, and can have dark matter de-
spite not having the standard thermal history [39, 40].
Therefore, discovery is possible at any time, but defini-
tive coverage of the wino LSP scenario through gluino
production and decay requires a ∼ 200 TeV collider.

Definitive coverage of the higgsino LSP scenario is not
possible at any collider, since supersymmetric gauge cou-
pling unification and thermal dark matter are viable for
degenerate higgsinos at ∼ 1 TeV with all other super-
partners arbitrarily heavy. The gluino mass has less rea-
son to be connected a priori to the Higgsino mass than it
had with the wino mass. Nevertheless, we consider this
to be somewhat less likely option since the higgsino mass

alternatively would be correlated with the much heavier
scalar sector and therefore irrelevant to dark matter con-
cerns and TeV physics, leaving gauginos to play that role.
Thus, if it is light, it is likely to be accidentally light and
correlated with the gaugino masses, leading to gluino de-
cays to higgsinos as a viable search option. In this case
all of our results apply, and ratios of gluino to higgsino
can be probed much higher than gluino to wino, only
because thermal dark matter higgsinos are much lighter
than thermal dark matter winos.

Finally, we remark that our analysis is model inde-
pendent in as much as gluino masses are much heavier
than their primary decay products. Given that gaug-
ino masses are often correlated with the gauge coupling
strengths and β-function values of their corresponding
gauge groups, which is the discussed cases of mSUGRA,
mGMSB, AMSB and mirage mediation, this strikes us a
generic prospect.
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Appendix - NLO gaugino masses. LO gaugino
masses were presented for the AMSB in Eq.(1), the
GMSB in Eq.(9), and the mirage mediation in Eq.(10).

We include NLO corrections to these relations in this
paper. Three types of NLO corrections are consistently
added. First, NLO corrections to matching condition
at the messenger scale are added for the GMSB. This
matching correciton does not exist for AMSB, and the
relation Eq.(1) is exact to all orders [11]. Including NLO
matching corrections, GMSB masses at the messenger
scale Mm is given by [41]

MG
i (Mm) =

αi(Mm)

4π

(
1 + TGi

αi(Mm)

2π

)
F

Mm
(11)

where TGi
= i for SU(i) and TGi

= 0 for U(1). Gaug-
ino screening theorem is manifest as NLO correction is
proportional to gauge coupling itself but not to others.

A second type of NLO corrections is to use two-loop
renormalization group equations of MSSM; we refer to
RG equations in Ref.[42]. Two-loop running resums next-
to-leading logs which are formally the same order as finite
one-loop corrections. For AMSB, two-loop parts of bi
in Eq.(1) give dominant corrections to wino and bino
masses [39].

It is these finite one-loop terms that are finally added
to complete NLO corrections. This correction defines
gaugino pole masses in terms of running gaugino masses.
Pole masses are physical observables, and the renormal-
ization scale dependence of gaugino self-energy correc-
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tions are cancelled by that of gauge couplings (at one-
loop level in our case). In this work, we add threshold
corrections explicitly by straighforward one-loop Feyn-
man diagram calculations without constructing effective
theories. Our calculations are based on Ref.[43], and
agree with that of Ref.[44]. We further generalize in case
of different orderings of gauginos and higgsinos – differ-
ent orderings have different arguments of threshold log
terms.

Mirage gaugino masses are conveniently first matched
at the messenger scale of GMSB (or at the Planck scale if
mSUGRA), RG-evolved down, and added with threshold
corrections to define pole masses.

When sfermions are very heavy, there appear large
log terms so that a proper low-energy effective theory
should be constructed by matching and running as done
in Ref.[3]. However, we are content with observing that
this uncertainty, by virtue of not specifying the scalar
masses precisely, is not large enough to substantively
change our results based on the leading order predictions.

Appendix: Event generation. Generating tails of
backgrounds reliably is crucial in this work. For example
at 200 TeV collision, 15 TeV gluino pairs give effective
mass around 20 TeV, but only 1/107 fraction of W + j
backgrounds have this high effective mass.

Similarly to Ref. [21, 22, 45], we divide phase space
with successively smaller cross-section, and generate sim-
ilar number of events in each sectors. We find it useful
to use scalar sum of final state jets to divide phase space
in our study. In decreasing order of cross-section, we
denote each of the sectors of phase space by Pi. The
choice of cross-section ratio σ(Pi+1)/σ(Pi) = 0.9 seems
resonable and convenient. We generate W/Z/tt̄+ 0, 1, 2j
backgrounds using MadGraph for each of following sec-
tors divided in terms of HT (j) according to the afore-
mentioned cross-section ratio (at

√
s = 100TeV):

W + j : HT (j) = { 0, · · · , 700, 1500, 2800, 5200,

8800, 13800, 20500 GeV }(12)

Z + j : HT (j) = { 0, · · · , 650, 1400, 2800, 5000,

8500, 13500 GeV } (13)

tt̄+ j : HT (j) = { 0, · · · , 750, 1500, 2600, 4300,

6700, 10000, 14500 GeV } (14)

We omit to list phase space sectors that are not relevant
to multi-TeV ino searches in our study. Other generation-
level cuts are jets : pT (j) > 50, η < 5 and minimal sep-
aration between jets and leptons. These cuts improve
computation efficiency. On the other hand, signal sam-
ples are generated all at once without generation-level
cuts.

Up to two additional partons are generated with Mad-
Graph and matched with Pythia parton showered re-
sults using MLM matching scheme [46]. A merging

scale xqcut = 50GeV is used [47] for all samples. No
hadronization, nor multiple interactions are simulated. A
recent dedicated study including these effects in Ref. [23]
shows small difference in discovery estimation – ours are
somewhat more optimistic though. Our 40 TeV back-
ground estimation (generated in the same way) agrees
well with the experimental study reported in Ref. [20].

To define jets and isolated leptons in the messy envi-
ronment of high-energy pp collision, we first jet-cluster
all energy deposits using FastJet[48] anti-kT [49] with
R = 0.4 producing a list of proto-jets. If a proto-jet con-
tains a lepton whose pT is higher than 50% of the proto-
jet’s pT , we assign the proto-jet to be an isolated lep-
ton. All remaining proto-jets are assigned to be normal
hadronic jets. No detector simulation. Fat jet simulation
used to define MJ is carried out with anti-kT R = 1.0.
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